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Hybrid Meeting Model Survey Results  
The Select Board reviewed the survey results from both the community and town 

board/committee/commission members which showed approximately 75% of the 

surveys were in support of the hybrid meeting model option (both in-person and with 

virtual access).  

 

In addition, it was noted that a previous Zoning Administrator had purchased a webcam 

camera several years ago at the insistence of a previous Development Review Board 

member for use by the DRB.  The webcam camera was never used and slowly migrated 

to the back of the office supply closet, and was just recently “rediscovered.”   The 

camera, along with a town laptop will allow the town to explore and evaluate using a 

hybrid meeting model at no additional costs to taxpayers. Henry Corse, Select Board 

member, volunteered to assist any board/committee/commission with any IT needs in 

“getting up to speed” with a hybrid meeting model. Subsequently, the Select Board 

decided the following: 

• To utilize a hybrid meeting model until the end of September 2021, at which 

time the hybrid meeting model and equipment will be re-evaluated.  

• The hybrid meeting model is to be utilized across all town boards, committees, 

commissions. 

• The expectation is that all board/committee/commission members will attend 

meetings in person unless there are extenuating circumstances. 

• Board clerks will not be responsible for IT tasks/setup.

 

Duxbury road construction                      
A section of Duxbury Road in Bolton will be CLOSED from 7 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday -

 Thursday, August 2 - August 12, for culvert replacement.  The affected section is from 

243 Duxbury Road to the intersection of Duxbury Road and Honey Hollow Road.  There 

will be no accommodation for through traffic during construction, during the posted hours 

and dates. Please plan accordingly. Thank you! 
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Out & About in Beautiful Bolton 

Recreational options abound here in Bolton! 

What have you been enjoying doing this summer? 

Swimming? Hiking? Climbing? 

Come on out and enjoy summer in Bolton… 

winter’s coming! 

       

 
 
 

        
       CLerk’s Corner 
   Amy Grover * Town Clerk & Treasurer 
                  clerkbolton@gmavt.net 

Property Tax bills 
We anticipate that the FY 21-22 PROPERTY 

TAX BILLS will be mailed by August 13th.  

Wondering why you never got your tax bill?  Has 

your mailing address changed?  If so, please 

contact the town office to officially let us know 

your new mailing address so that we can 

officially update the Grand List. Every year 

numerous tax bills are returned that cannot be 

forwarded due to incorrect mailing addresses. 

Thank you!  

 
 

FY 21-22 Tax rate 
The Select Board set the FY 21-22 at their July 19th 

meeting. The rates are as follows: 

Homestead 

Municipal Rate: 0.6431 

Voter approved Conservation Fund: 0.0025 

Homestead Education Tax Rate: 1.6498 

Total Rate: 2.2954 

Taxes per $100K of Assessed Value: $2,295.40 

Increase of $37.00 per $100K of Assessed Value 

per year compared to FY 20-21.  

 

Non-Homestead 

Municipal Rate: 0.6431 

Voter Approved Conservation Fund: 0.0025 

Non-Homestead Education Rate: 1.7989 

Total Rate: 2.4445 

Taxes per $100K of Assessed Value: $2,2444.50 

Increase of $19.00 per $100K of Assessed Value 

per year compared to FY 20-21.  

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

Into the woods By ethan tapper 
LEGACY 

 
Forests are communities, a rich mixture 

of organisms engaged in relationships 

and interactions with each other, built 

around the living architecture of trees. 

These communities parallel healthy 

human communities in many ways, not 

because they are simple and uniform but 

because they are messy, dynamic, 

diverse, and interconnected, engaged in 

a complex process of renewal and 

change that will never be completed. 

  

Being responsible stewards of 

our forests forces us to take the long 

view, as the life span of a single 

generation of trees may exceed ours by 

centuries. Responsible forest 

stewardship is about building a better 

world for countless future generations of 

people and for the thousands of species 

that make up our forests, the millions of 

organisms present in a handful of forest 

soils. The imprint that we leave on our 

forests, as in our human communities, is 

our legacy.  

 

The forests of Vermont are 

infused with the legacies of the past. 

Nearly all of them were cleared in the 

1800’s, some maintained as agricultural 

land for a century or more. While about 

75% of Vermont is now forested, most 

of our forests are still in recovery, 

dramatically shaped by this clearing. 

Today, Vermont’s forests are generally 

much younger, less diverse and less 

complex than the forests that covered 

our state just a few centuries ago.  

 

 

 

Like human communities, forests 

are multi-generational. While many of 

Vermont’s forests are currently 

dominated by a single generation of trees 

(which took root in abandoned fields), 

this is a temporary condition. Over 

decades or centuries, the uniformity of 

these simple forests will break down, 

tree mortality – death – allowing new 

generations of trees to establish and 

grow among the old. 

 

Also like our communities, 

forests leave legacies for future 

generations. The remnants of trees and 

forests of the past are what foresters and 

ecologists call “biological legacies.” 

Biological legacies may be as obvious as 

massive “wolf trees” or as subtle as rich 

soil, built on the organic material from 

trees long since gone by. Over time these 

legacies make forests richer, more 

diverse and more resilient, broadening 

the range of habitat 

niches available for 

a wide variety of 

organisms and 

buffering them 

against forest 

health threats.                
 

sugar” 
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“Wolf Tree” 
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To some, biological legacies may 

seem like a waste; our intuition tells us to 

value simplicity, regularity and 

productivity over complexity and 

diversity. For 

example, large, 

old trees are 

sometimes 

called 

“decadent” and 

killed to make 

space for 

younger, more 

valuable 

“thrifty” trees. 

Like the elders 

in our human 

communities, 

while old trees may not be the fastest, 

most efficient, or most productive ones in 

the forest, they enrich our world in 

countless ways. Among other benefits, old 

trees provide unique habitat for wildlife, 

invertebrates (bugs), mosses and lichens, 

fungi and other microorganisms that don’t 

associate with younger trees. They are 

hubs in complex underground 

“mycorrhizal” networks in which fungi 

link trees together, allowing them to 

communicate and share resources. These 

connections make forests more resilient 

and healthier in the long-term. 

 

How do we bring these lessons 

about legacy into the management of our 

forests? We need to recognize the 

importance of creating and maintaining 

biological legacies, leaving some big trees 

and lots of dead wood in the woods, 

modeling our management on the way that 

forests naturally grow and develop and 

striving to create forests which are 

complex and multi-generational. We need 

to re-train ourselves to value diversity and 

complexity over simplicity and 

productivity.   

 

How do we leave a better legacy 

for the future? In our forests, as in our 

human communities, we don’t get to 

choose the legacies we inherit; the only 

choice we truly have is what we’re going 

to do about it. When I bought my land in 

Bolton, I took on the legacy of centuries of 

mismanagement, an unhealthy forest 

infested with non-native invasive plants 

and affected by a local over-population of 

deer. I inherited a changing climate, an 

increasingly fragmented landscape and the 

persistent effects of non-native invasive 

pests and pathogens like the emerald ash 

borer, Dutch elm disease, beech bark 

disease and more. I can complain about 

how these problems aren’t my fault, or I 

can take responsibility for the world we 

have and work hard to leave a better 

legacy for future generations.  
  

 

 

 

Ethan Tapper is the Chittenden County 

Forester. He can be reached at 

ethan.tapper@vermont.gov, or by phone at 

(802)-585-9099.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:ethan.tapper@vermont.gov
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Bolton Up and Down Town Club Senior Dinner  
Date: Thursday, August 26, 2021 

Time: 5 p.m. 

Place: Bolton Fire Station 

Menu: Meatball subs with mozzarella cheese, tossed salad, chips and 

dessert. 

Questions?  Contact Doris at 434-3769 

 

Thank you 
The Town wants to thank Sharon Murray, who recently resigned from the Capital 

Planning Committee, as CCRPC representative, and as Sarh Holbrook Parcel 

Steward, for her many years of volunteer service to our community. Thank you, 

Sharon, we wish you well. 

 

Many hands make light work!  
The Town of Bolton is still seeking volunteers! Please consider 

stepping forward to serve our community.  We are especially 

seeking a representative to the Chittenden Regional Planning 

Commission as well as an Alternate to Bolton’s Development 

Review Board (DRB), a representative to the Chittenden Solid 

Waste District (CSWD) Board, members of the Planning Commission, the Energy Committee, and a 

second Animal Control Officer ($250 Annual Stipend). Contact the Town Office for more 

information, or see the town website: http://boltonvt.com/about/employment-opportunities/ 

 

Reminder - library card reimbursements began July 1st
 

Approved by voters in the FY 21-22 budget, the Town is once again offering library card 

reimbursements to residents for library cards purchased at the Richmond and Waterbury 

Libraries. Bring your library card (or a copy), and/or proof of payment to the Town Office 

for reimbursement, which will by check through accounts payable, after Select Board 

warrant approval. 

 

don’T enCourage visiTs from me! 
People often encourage bears to come out of the forest by providing food without 

realizing it. When bears become used to these food sources and have frequent contact 

with humans they are often considered "nuisance bears." This is bad news for the bears. 

Relocating a nuisance bear is nearly impossible and frequently they must be killed. The 

most common sources of food that attract bears are pet food, bird feeders, barbecue 

grills, garbage, household trash containers, open dumpsters, and campsites with 

accessible food and food wastes. Please help avoid creating a nuisance bear by 

securing these items. If you encounter an aggressive bear, please contact the Vermont 

Fish & Wildlife Department. 

https://vtfishandwildlife.com/learn-more/living-with-wildlife/living-with-black-bears 

 

Bear photo credit: Charmaine Godin.  This guy/gal dismantled and cleaned their grill! 

 

 

 Bolton gazette information 
Reminder: The deadline for submissions is the 15th of the month for the following month’s edition.    

For submissions or to OPT IN to receive the Bolton Gazette electronically and in color (help the town 
save $ on paper and postage costs!) email boltongazette@gmavt.net  

 

 

http://boltonvt.com/about/employment-opportunities/
https://vtfishandwildlife.com/learn-more/living-with-wildlife/living-with-black-bears
mailto:boltongazette@gmavt.net
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Mmuusd news  
 

Fall 2021 Opening of School  

Mount Mansfield Unified Union School District (MMUUSD) plans to 

follow the most recent, updated guidance coming from the Agency of Education and will 

continue to update our website with information relevant to the opening of school for Fall 

of 2021. At this point in time, the most recent guidance available is titled Instructional 

Operations for Fall 2021. This guidance indicates it is likely we will no longer be in a 

state of emergency in the Fall of 2021 and that the State will return to the normal 

regulatory framework for operating schools. 

Should we find ourselves back in a state of emergency caused by the pandemic, schools 

will utilize their Fall 2020 Plans along with any updated guidance from the Agency of 

Education to make decisions necessary to maintain instructional operations and a safe 

learning environment.  AOE Instructional Operations Fall 2021 Guidance Document 

HOTLINE PHONE FOR FAMILIES: 434-2400 

HOTLINE EMAIL FOR FAMILIES: districtoffice@mmuusd.org 

 

Complete 2021-2022 reopening plan will be published as soon as updated information is 

received from the Agency of Education. 

 

Access the latest news and information from the MMUUSD anytime at  

https://www.mmuusd.org/  

 

iT’s baCk To sChooL Time! 
The first student day for the MMUUSD will be Wednesday, August 25th. Preschool 

students will return on Monday, August 30th.  

 

Safety reminder: please remember that the safety of our school bus riding students trumps 

the “this-school-bus-is-going-to-make-me-late” factor every time. State law requires that 

motorists stop for school buses in both directions (on a typical two-lane roadway) when 

the bus lights are flashing. Failing to stop or illegally passing a stopped school bus with 

flashing lights can result in fines and/or traffic violation points against the driver, and 

risks injuries to everyone involved. Thank you for helping to keep everyone safe by 

obeying the law. 

 

 

 

https://education.vermont.gov/sites/aoe/files/documents/edu-instructional-operations-for-fall-2021.pdf
mailto:districtoffice@mmuusd.org
https://www.mmuusd.org/
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iT’s baCk!  The mmu high school Lasagna Dinner! 
 

After a year hiatus due to COVID, the MMU Academic Boosters is once again hosting its 

34th Lasagna Dinner on September 2nd from 4:30 – 6:30 pm at Mount Mansfield 

Union High School.  This event allows parents, teachers, staff, community members and 

students the opportunity to enjoy a delicious meal before MMU’s Fall Open House.   

 

The meal is open to the community and includes 

lasagna, green salad, roll or bread, a beverage and pie 

for dessert.  Tickets are $8 for adults, $6 for MMU 

students, $3 for preschoolers, and $25 for a family (2 

adults and 2 students).   Tickets can be purchased in 

advance beginning August 13th at Palmer Lane Maple 

in Jericho, Beaudry’s Store in Huntington, Jericho 

Center Country Store or at MMU main office.  

Tickets can also be purchased at the door.  Cash or 

checks (made out to MMU) are accepted.  Take out is 

available!    

 

The dinner is the Academic Boosters’ only fundraiser, 

supporting both students and staff at the high school.   

 

The MMU Academic Boosters is a group of parents 

whose goal is to promote, recognize and reward the 

scholastic achievements of students, and to recognize 

those achievements publicly.  Some of the sponsored 

events, which encourage a positive focus on students, 

include the Freshmen Honors Breakfast, Ice Cream in 

Celebration of Effort (very popular with the students), Recognition Night in the Spring 

and Honor Roll Rewards cards, a three-times, per academic year, community program 

that involves local businesses from all five towns in the district.  It is a well-known fact 

that it takes a village to raise children, so, in both Winter and Spring, we also recognize 

the entire MMU Staff by hosting Staff Appreciation lunches!   The Lasagna Dinner 

proceeds fund all of these activities!  Donations are welcome at the door as well as at any 

of the local businesses selling tickets. 

 

Parents and care givers are highly encouraged welcome to join this fun group!  The 

meetings are held once a month and the time commitment is small.  For questions, 

contact Leah Rowe at btvvyd2016@gmail.com. 

 

 

 
 

mailto:btvvyd2016@gmail.com
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Economic resource committee update  
 

The Bolton Economic Resource Committee (ERC) has 

continued to meet throughout the spring and summer. This 

past spring, we were delighted to welcome two new 

members to the committee: Tammy McGuriman and 

Zachary Maia.  

 

We are excited for the new membership to help us continue 

what has become the main focus and goal of the ERC: 

bringing high-speed, fiber internet to all parts of the town of 

Bolton. Tammy and Zachary joined the committee as two 

faithful and hardworking members, Deb Shelby and Curt 

Hunter, stepped down in late winter/spring. We are so grateful for their contributions 

which helped us plan and execute several community fairs and paved the way for the first 

wave of broadband improvements to households in Bolton. 

 

The ERC would also like to thank the community of Bolton for their ongoing and 

consistent participation in past surveys and meetings regarding internet service in the 

town. The feedback provided by community members as to their current level of 

broadband service and needs surrounding the internet have been very helpful. We have 

used this data to inform conversations with providers and leadership. It is very helpful in 

both making a case for the needs of the town and also demonstrating that we are well 

poised and organized to take advantage of any funding opportunities as they become 

available.  

 

We are currently exploring several potential funding streams including: The Coronavirus 

Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, National Telecommunications and Information 

Administration Program, and the American Rescue Plan Act. We also hope to meet with 

the newly formed Vermont Community Broadband Board in early August.  

 

Stay tuned to the Bolton Gazette for more updates from the Economic Resource 

Committee. If you would like to provide feedback or have questions, please feel free to 

email erc@boltonvt.com or attend a future meeting.  

 

The ERC meets regularly on the 3rd Wednesday of the month at 6 p.m. – in person 

at the Town Office, and with a virtual option for attending as well. See the ERC 

page of the Bolton website for meeting/access information. 

https://boltonvt.com/boards-minutes/economic-resource-committee/  

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:erc@boltonvt.com
https://boltonvt.com/boards-minutes/economic-resource-committee/
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Peregrine falcon nesting season update  
from VT fish & wildlife department 

 

Hikers and rock climbers can return to 

Vermont cliffs starting August 1, now 

that peregrine falcon nesting season has 

ended.  The Vermont Fish and Wildlife 

Department has confirmed that all the 

young falcons have learned to fly and 

should not be disturbed by human 

presence on the cliffs. 

“The young peregrines have fledged, and 

nesting data suggest Vermont falcons 

had a successful year.  A final report will 

be issued later this year,” said Vermont 

Fish and Wildlife’s migratory bird 

biologist Doug Morin.  “The falcon’s 

nesting success is due to a combination 

of factors, including good weather and 

cooperation from hikers and rock 

climbers who observe a respectful 

distance from nesting falcons during this 

critical period.  Peregrine nesting 

success would not be possible without 

more than 50 volunteers who monitor 

the nest sites statewide from March to 

the end of July.”  

According to Audubon biologist 

Margaret Fowle, who coordinates the 

monitoring effort on behalf of the Fish 

and Wildlife Department, biologists and 

volunteers monitored peregrine pairs that 

occupied at least 52 Vermont cliffs in 

early spring and summer. (In Bolton, one 

chick was fledged at Upper Upper West 

in the PPCA, and two chicks were 

fledged from Stimson Mountain.) 

“We greatly appreciate the time and 

effort volunteers put into monitoring the 

population this year, and we thank 

landowners and recreationists for their 

cooperation in protecting nesting 

peregrines from human disturbance,” 

said Fowle. 

Vermont Fish and Wildlife and Audubon 

Vermont partner to monitor and protect 

peregrine nesting sites in Vermont.  

Peregrine falcons were removed from 

the state’s Threatened and Endangered 

Species List in 2005.  Ongoing 

cooperation from recreationists and 

continued monitoring efforts by 

Vermont Fish and Wildlife and Audubon 

Vermont will help ensure the peregrine’s 

remarkable recovery in future years. 
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* Text & Photo Credit:The Sun - Community 

News 

 

Bolton’s own artist Bob Mullen quietly set sail 

from the dock of the Lake Champlain Sailing 

Center in Burlington June 9th to start an eight-

week-long voyage to paint the shores of Lake 

Champlain. 

Mullen has explored and painted remote regions 

of Alaska and northern Canada. But he is 

perhaps best known for a painting of a Kodiak 

bear charging at him on a wild river in Alaska. 

This is Mullen’s second Vermont painting 

expedition. Last year, he hiked and painted the 

length of the Green Mountain State. This year, 

Mullen decided to tackle Lake Champlain as 

nature's artist's model. 

"I am so excited to have the opportunity to sail 

the length of Lake Champlain and to paint some 

of the exquisite wildlife along the way,” Mullen 

told The Sun-Vermont Eagle. “I am thrilled that I 

can capture some of this unique experience 

through my artwork and am grateful that I will 

be joined by other artists who share my passion 

for wildlife and one of Vermont’s greatest 

geophysical features – Lake Champlain.” 

Mullen set sail on The Artful Otter, a Vermont 

designed and built sailboat from the Lake 

Champlain Maritime Museum. The vessel, while 

a robust 20 feet in length, can still look mighty 

tiny on the broad lake. 

Mullen said seven other artists will join him, one 

at time, throughout the passage and ending Oct. 

3: John C. Pitcher of Dorset, Vermont, Sue 

Westin of Dorset, Vermont,  

Bonnie Rowell of West Bolton, Vermont, 

Kathryn Devlin of Waterbury, Vermont, Patricia 

Pepin of Bromont, Quebec, Cole Johnson of 

Deposit, New York, John Potter of Red Lodge, 

Montana, and Jean-Louis Courteau of Morin 

Heights, Quebec. 

The paintings from Mullen and his fellow artists 

participating in the voyage of the Artful Otter 

will be sold with proceeds going to the Vermont 

Wildlife Coalition. Some of the proceeds will 

also be given to the Lake Champlain Maritime 

Museum and the Lake Champlain Committee. 

 

 

 


